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Orientation  
Emily Kame Kngwarreye is a proud first nation Australian of Anmatyerre 
descent. She was born in 1910 and spent her childhood in Utopia in the 
Northern Territory. She is a well known painter and would be very persistent 
with her art. Emily Kame kngwarreye is a significant Aboriginal woman because 
of her unique art her individuality and textures is what her art is most famous 
for.  
 

Childhood and education  
Emily kame kngwarreye had no art education as a child. Her education in her 
childhood is not classified. She has one brother and was sister which both have 
children their name s are not classified. Her Mother is from Alhapere her name 
is not classified her Father was also born in Alhapere his name is not classified. 
She was born in the early 1900s. She grew up in Utopia in the Northern 
Territory. Evan though she had no art education as she grew older her 
connection to art grew bigger. 
 

Adulthood  
Even though she was an amazing artist she only started her art career in her 
late 70s, to early 80s. In 1980 her art career started creating batik cloth, she 
layered lines and dots to form plant-like imagery. Emily’s art was different to 
the other Aboriginal peoples of her time. Emily kame kngwarreye was an 
Amterre elder. Emily like most Aboriginal women of her time she had an 
arranged marriage with a man who’s name is not specified. She is very 
independent with art and does art with no help.  
 

Life achievements 
Emily was a very proud artist. She as made over 3,000 art works in the span of 
eight  years with one art work a day. Her first canvas Emu Woman instantly 
attracts attention from its unique features and textures. In 1989 she was 
awarded a Homeless Court Scholarship. In 1992 she received an Australian 
artist creative fellowship. 
 
 
 
 



Conclusion  
Emily Kame kngwarreye grew up in Utopia. She was born in 1910 with the date 
not classified. She was awarded a Homeless Court Scholarship in 1989. Her first 
canvas Emu Woman is one her best and most famous artworks. She sadly died 
on the 3rd of September 1996. 


